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Superior realistic rock surface experience
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ENTRE-PRISES USA : (541) 388-5463 • info@epusa.com

www.epusa.com

IFSC OFFICIAL CLIMBING WALL SUPPLIER



Level 1 - Low: Oregon State University Level 2 - Moderate: Teton Boulder Park Level 3 - High: City of St. George Level 3 - High: City of St. George

www.epusa.com
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QUALITIES

  100% hand formed to re-create any rock 
type, specialty features and climbing 
terrain

  Natural colours to replicate real rock – 
custom colors or paint schemes available

  Flexibility, thanks to our Common Sub 
Structure, allows to easily:
- Integrate Freeform areas into MozaiK 
walls
- Add Freeform features into Lightwave 
New Generation or MozaiK walls

STANDARD QUALITY FEATURES

  Polymer blend topcoat allows flex, resistant to 
cracking and crumbling

  Joints prepared as aesthetic features or filled to 
appear as a continuous climbing surface

  T-nut placements at a consistant  depth

Material base Fiberglass / Polymer top-coat Environment Indoors and Outdoors

Material thickness Average 0.40 inches Colors Natural browns, reds and greys

Hold inserts per Sq.Ft. up to 4 per level of featuring Shape 3D real rock - 3 levels of featuring

Surface guarantee up to 5 years Route Setting Moderate

Safety test Exceeds CWA / EN12572 Indicative Fire Rating IIB / up to IA

The best technically advanced real rock surface available created specifically by EP for artificial climbing walls.  100% hand 
formed, no molds, no boundaries to replicate any rock type or feature.  Combine with other surfaces for aesthetic contrast and 
realistic rock lines.

References:

   USA: California State University Chico, CA

 USA: NW Branch YMCA Witchita, KS

 USA: University of Washington Seattle, WA

 USA: Salomon Center Ogden, UT

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

  3 levels of featuring available:

1. Low: Surface is relatively flat with minimal 
features - this allows higher density of hold inserts 
and use of larger holds and moveable features
2. Moderate: Surface has some built in edges, 
cracks or pocket features - this both limits the 
number of hold inserts and size of holds that can 
be used
3. High: Surface is highly featured with multiple 
edges, cracks and pockets - this limits the number 
of hold inserts and size of holds, but can promote 
natural climbing with no bolt-on holds

  Additional inserts - subject to features

  Hatches & doors


